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SKIN DEEP                    
he produce manager at my grocery store 
has a rose and dagger tattooed on one arm.           

On the other, there’s some unintelligible script. 
He’s got tattoos on his hands that I’ve never been 
able to read because I don’t want to stare. They’re 
well-settled, that old and fading green that looks 
like it’s seen some action. I see him on break some-
times, sitting on a Harley, with a cigarette above 
his grey goatee and a leather vest draped over his 
supermarket uniform. I’m always a little surprised 
when he’s in an apron helping someone pick a wa-
termelon, like he should be scaring off old ladies 
and sticking it to his boss.
 Although more people wear them than ever, 
in the West, tattoos still seem pretty rebellious. 
They’re subculture. Even counterculture. But can 
a tattoo reveal other things about our personality, 
or about our health? Apparently they can, and do. 
Polish researcher Andrzej Galbarczyk, of Jagiello-
nian University in Krakow, suggests that tattoos do 
broadcast our aggression and our dominance, but 
they also might reveal our vigor. He thinks there 
might be biological advantages to getting inked, 
that maybe the needle confers more than a badass 
signifier that our moms can’t tell us what to do 
anymore. Maybe there’s some evolutionary boon 
for all the malcontents.
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 There’s an enduring and misogynist West-
ern belief that bad boys get all the ladies. That kid 
on the playground throwing dirt at his pig-tailed 
classmate? He’s not a bully, they say, he’s just flirt-
ing. How often have you heard someone lugubri-
ously complaining that “nice guys finish last?” It’s 
celebrated in movies like The Wolf of Wall Street 
and stories all the way from Hercules’s licentious 
exploits to poor Lenny’s plight in Of Mice and 
Men. And in many cultures, especially in Western 
pop-culture, the dude with the tats is a real bad 
dude, indeed.

 But how do Galbarczyk and his team in Po-
land surmise that tattoos are biological markers of 
superiority, or at least biologically significant indi-
cations of qualities that don’t exist in their absence? 
Well, they doctored up some photos and took to 
Facebook. 
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Using Photoshop, which always bodes well in com-
bination with Facebook, the scientists gave nine 
shirtless and tattooless guys some ink. Then, they 
polled 2369 heterosexual women and 215 hete-
ro men to find out how they viewed the tattooed 
versus the untattooed guys. Galbarczyk’s survey 
showed respondents randomly selected photos of 
the tattooed and the blank men and, using a Likert 
scale, asked them to rate the guys’ attractiveness, 
health, aggression, dominance, masculinity, and 
fitness as a partner and parent. Overwhelmingly, 
the illustrated guys got labeled more aggressive 
and dominant.
 There’s a history of research preceding 
Galbarczyk’s study that shows correlations be-
tween cis-gendered, heterosexual mate selection 
and qualities like aggressiveness and dominance. A 
compelling study of face recognition from 2006, 
for example, associates these characteristics, in 
males, with health and genetic quality. Of course 
there are plenty of issues with these findings. For 
one, an overwhelming share of research excludes 
female subjects, so the degree of correlation weighs 
heavy toward the fellows. Also, the studies, dating

back to at least the 1970s, are littered with ca-
veats suggesting males’ so-called masculine traits 
are only beneficial insofar as they are protective. 
That is, in cultures or cohorts that carry elevated 
survival risks—decidedly not the ones being stud-
ied—aggressiveness and dominance mean better 
chances of survival for mom and the kids. Most re-
search suggests this connection between perceived 
good genes and so-called masculine traits is a ves-
tige of our evolutionary past.  
 Ignoring the fact that, for most of us, this 
research reveals long-extinct mate selection cri-
teria helpful only in deciding who not to date, 
evolutionary sciences argue that being a bit of a 
scoundrel has its value. Galbarczyk and company’s 
heavily hetero design hinges on those instinctual 
connections. But the Polish research is problem-
atic not only in its lopsided regard for guys and 
the past. Respondents reported neither their age 
nor whether they had tattoos themselves, both of 
which sway how people read individuals with ink.
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 Given tattooing’s rising popularity, we can 
assume that some of the respondents were tatted. 
Recent U.S. polls show that one in five people has 
gone under the needle. Between ages 18 and 30, 
as many as 40% might wear a tat or two. While 
Poland still lags behind the U.S. in embracing body 
modification, and exact figures about tattoos are 
difficult to dig up, Warsaw has for several years 
hosted one of the biggest tattoo conventions in the 
world. So it’s fair to guess that some respondents 
were tattooed and, on some level, Galbarczyk’s 
study might be affected by their biases.
 Research similar to the Polish study, con-
ducted at the notoriously raucous Arizona State 
University, shows negative judgments of people 
with neck tattoos grow significantly less negative 
when respondents have tattoos. A University of 
Texas study shows the same. Both studies indi-
cate older demographics, starting around age 40, 
harbor negative viewpoints of tattooed folks. The 
Texas researchers say people over 49 don’t think 
as highly of tattooed hairstylists as people between 
18 and 28 do; the younger group thought tattooed 
barbers were fine. Before assuming older folks’ ap-
praisals of tattoos in the salon reflect their conser-
vative hairstyles more than their opinions on ink, 
consider that they held significantly more critical 
views of tattooed grocers, too. And how alterna-
tive can vegetables get?
 These negative associations might fol-
low tattooing’s dubious Western origins. Ancient 
Greeks marked slaves with tattoos—using corrod-
ed bronze, pine bark, and leek juice—so if they 
escaped, their owners could identify them. Ro-
mans tattooed soldiers and gladiators for the same 
reason. Later, European explorers, encountering 
Polynesians for the first time, saw their tribal tat-
toos as signs of barbarism. Later still, 19th and 20th 
century American sailors gave tattoos a trampy, 
tough connotation by coming home with souvenir 
ink. The rabble-rouser image sailors tied to tattoo-
ing was subsequently embraced by the criminal
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class. So, while tattooing has been ubiquitous since 
the Paleolithic and bound to many spiritual, ther-
apeutic, and otherwise noble customs, in the West 
it’s been taboo.
 But tattooing’s reputation explains only 
part of the Polish team’s theory about the so-called 
masculine traits and their connections with getting 
inked. Their hypothesis also relies on a previous 
study connecting tattoos with increased percep-
tions of body symmetry and findings which suggest 
symmetry reliably indicates genetic quality.
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 Humans are evolutionarily prepped to see 
signs like symmetry as characteristic of one’s abil-
ity to stay alive. Odd as it sounds, the addition of 
body mods, like tattoos, may increase wearers’ 
perceived body symmetry. So, say the authors at 
Jagiellonian, women might see tattooed guys as 
more symmetrical and assume they have certain 
personality traits—the masculine ones—based 
on assumptions of genetic fitness. This would spell 
good news for tattooed guys if we lived in a more 
dangerous environment, like a lawless society or 
one in which mastodons were still a problem. But 
we don’t, and they’re not. And the female respon-
dents didn’t think the illustrated guys were any 
hotter than the plain ones. 
 While the ladies found them more mascu-
line, they didn’t think the tatted guys would make 
great partners or parents either. Considering the 
safety of Western culture compared to the jungle 

or the Paleolithic, heightened masculinity might 
be more risk than safeguard. The tattooed men’s 
dominance and aggression, Galbarczyk says, might 
actually be threatening in a society where physical 
dangers are, for most of us, less imminent. 
 But besides some extra masculinity, hav-
ing tattoos might advertise the wearer’s hardiness, 
too. Galbarczyk’s respondents gave the tattooed 
guys generally cleaner bills of health than their 
non-tattooed counterparts. This finding pitches 
head-long into a bevvy of existing research show-
ing that people typically see tattoos as unsanitary. 
Take the University of Texas study. They noticed, 
pretty consistently, that people are uncomfortable 
with tattooed nurses. Even though they were more 
worried about bankers with ink, respondents said 
that tattooed healthcare workers didn’t seem hy-
gienic. And that belief held true for respondents 
who reported having tattoos themselves.
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 What accounts for the divergence in the 
Polish study is one of the more interesting deduc-
tions—and if you have tattoos, especially a lot of 
them, it should come as encouraging news. Gal-
barczyk says that tattoos may be biological proof 
of immunocompetence—they make you appear 
more resistant to infection.
 We know tattooing has been around since 
prehistory, and since then it’s carried a significant 
risk of infection. It’s much less risky today, in devel-
oped countries, because of stricter regulation and 
better healthcare, but humanity has yet to shake 
the idea that getting inked might kill you. In the old 
days, if you had a lot of tattoos, and weren’t sick 
or dead, it was safe to guess your immune system 
was pretty robust. Your cohorts would observe you 
not dying despite the ink, and they’d suppose your 
genes worthy of carrying on. That holds less wa-
ter today, given stronger knowledge of blood-born 
pathogens, better tattoo and medical technology, 
and generally cleaner living conditions. But per-
ceptions change slowly.
 Besides, there might be good reason to 
keep thinking that the tattooed are less susceptible 
to infection. A 2016 study in Alabama tracked 29 
people across their tattoo experiences, monitoring 
their production of antibodies before and after get-
ting tattooed. It turns out physical trauma invokes 
immune responses like infections do; the more ex-
tensive the tattoo, the stronger the antibody reac-
tion—the reaction that levels you when 

you’re sick. This isn’t really groundbreaking until 
you consider the subjects with multiple tattoos. 
Those people had significantly reduced antibody 
reactions, suggesting their immune systems had 
become habituated to the stress. And that finding 
was born out in self-reported experience of sea-
soned tattooees, who said they didn’t get as ex-
hausted, healed faster, and could sit for longer.
 It’s great news for tattooed folks, and ac-
cording to the Polish researchers, it’s at least part 
of what might make tattoos biologically advanta-
geous. In terms of propagating our species, it’s like 
a handicap in golf or bowling, some extra points 
at the start. Having a tattoo—maybe even having 
a lot—seems to put you a few steps ahead of the 
competition. 
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 Galbarczyk’s findings from the 215 guys, 
primarily because they were all heterosexual, are 
even more interesting than the ladies’ results. Not 
only did the men deem the tattooed subjects more 
healthy, aggressive, and dominant, unlike the fe-
male respondents, the men thought the tattooed 
dudes were more attractive, too.  



 The Polish researchers’ assumption is that 
men are evolutionarily rigged to see other men as 
same-sex rivals. Like women, men’s judgements of 
health, aggression, and dominance could be fueled 
by the idea that tattooed people are more sym-
metrical and immunologically stronger, but their 
opinions about good looks relate more to their 
opinions about women. They seem to form their 
views based on what they think women find attrac-
tive in the competition. Galbarczyk acknowledges 
that these opinions are culturally stereotyped, but 
they still play out in how guys get along with one 
another in the real world.
 It’s only fair to say that all these evolu-
tionarily-based vestiges of judging people are 
both shallow and beneath conscious thought. And 
huge swathes of people—like women, the entire 
LGBTQ population, and essentially everyone out-
side Western culture—remain unaccounted for. 
But the results are still telling.
 If the responses in Galbarczyk’s study are 
indeed products of evolution, then perhaps they’d 
be applicable to larger populations. And with more 
research, maybe tattoos would move a little farther 
from the domain of the taboo. Until then, getting 
inked still signals something rebellious, something 
unruly and disobedient in the wearer. As long as 
that stigma carries weight, there might be some 
truth to the admittedly cliché and often dispirit-
ing adage that nice guys finish last—but apparent-
ly only in affairs of procreation. So if you want a 
date, the tattoo shop could help, but if you want a 
job, listen to your parents. Because no one wants 
a badass grocer. Then again, the best way to break 
inaccurate perceptions is to continually defy them.
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